Abstract. The aim of this paper is to obtain an eigenvalue approximation for elliptic operators defined on a domain Í2 with the help of isoparametric finite elements of degree k . We prove that I -Xh = 0(h2k) provided the boundary of ii is well approximated, which is the same estimate as the one obtained in the case of conforming finite elements.
Introduction
We consider a spectral approximation by the isoparametric finite element method for an elliptic operator L defined over a bounded domain fi of R2 . The goal is to approximate a simple real eigenvalue 1 of L.
J. E. Osborn [10] developed a general spectral approximation theory for compact operators on a Banach space. He proved that the conforming finite element method of degree k made up over a polygonal domain fi satisfies the following result:
(1.1) \\u-uh\\LHa) = 0(hk+l) and \l-h\ = 0(h2k),
where ( X, u ) is an eigenpair of an elliptic operator. U. Banerjee and J. E. Osborn [4] took into account the effect of numerical integration and showed that it depends on the degree of precision of the quadrature rules and on the smoothness of the eigenfunctions. To be more precise, they found the same rate of convergence as indicated before if the quadrature rules are of degree 2k -1 and u is regular enough. U. Banerjee [3] improved in some way this result: for quadrature rules of degree 2k -2, the estimate for the eigenfunction remains true but not for the eigenvalue, where one degree is lost. For selfadjoint problems, estimate (1.1) has been obtained by several authors; in particular, [5] proved it for Sturm-Liouville problems approximated with piecewise cubic polynomials. It is a one-dimensional paper but it presents a result estimating eigenvalue error in terms of approximability error, which is used for selfadjoint problems in higher dimensions.
If we apply the general results of Osborn [10] to the usual isoparametric finite element approximation over some bounded domains (see §4), we obtain the same rate of convergence as in ( 1.1 ) for the eigenfunction u but for the eigenvalue we only have \X -Xf, \ = 0(hk+x) because dfi and <9fi/¡ differ by at most 0(hk+x) (Lemma 3.1). Our purpose in this article is to give a "good" construction of the approximate boundary that will lead to the phenomenon of supraconvergence: \X -Xf, \ = 0(h2k). To be more accurate, this estimate can be derived from Theorem 3 in [10] together with (4.4) and the inequality r((T-Th)u)^Ch2k, where I* is a linear form defined in (2.5) . This last estimate involves a careful analysis of the underlying isoparametric approximation and is proved under Hypothesis (H) given in §4.
In §2, we briefly describe the exact problem and the approximate one. In §3, we show how we build up the mesh over the bounded domain fi of interest and how we devise the external layer of the elements to obtain a good approximation of the boundary dfi. The main result is given in §4, where we also recall some previous results we need next. This result is proved in two steps: first we write X -Xh as an integral defined over dfi ( §5); then the estimate of this integral ( §6) leads to the result. In the last section, some examples of triangulations satisfying the requirements of the theorem are given in the cases k = 2 and k = 3.
Setting for problem
Let fi be a bounded_domain of M2 with a C°° -boundary dfi. We define an operator L on C2 (fi) by
where a¡j belong to C°°(R2, R). We assume that L is uniformly strongly elliptic, i.e., there is a constant an > 0 such that
We associate with L the following bilinear form defined on //'(fi) x //'(fi) :
It is coercive on /70'(fi) x //0'(fi); furthermore, the boundedness of a¡j on fi implies that aa is continuous on //' (fi). According to the Lax-Milgram theorem, the problem f for f £ L2(fi), find u £ //0'(fi) such that j açx(u, tp) -j f(x)<p(x)dx for all tp £ //¿(fi)
has one and only one solution u = Tf. The operator T is an operator according to the Rellich theorem. We denote by p a nonzero, real and simple eigenvalue of T and by u an associated eigenfunction, normalized with respect to the L2(fi) norm. We may then choose an eigenfunction u* of T* We assume the space Wm<p(Q) normed with NU,p,n=(E ll9a"llp)P'
where || • \\p is the usual norm of LP(Q). We use also the seminorm \u\m,P,n=(Y IIÔ°"IISY and make the usual changes if p = oo. We consider the approximation of (Pi ) by the isoparametric finite element method of Lagrangian type and start by reviewing the construction of a triangulation associated with this method ( [6 , 7, 8] ). Let A: be a nonnegative integer and (K, P, £) the finite element of reference defined as follows:
-K = [x = (xi, x2) ; Xi ^ 0 ; x2 ^ 0 ; x( + x2 ^ 1} is a triangle whose vertices are denoted by an, 2i, a2 (see Figure 2 .1).
-P = Pk, where Pk is the space of all polynomials of degree not exceeding k defined on K.
-Î = {x = (xi, x2) ; Xi = i/k ; x2 = j/k; i + j^k; i'JeN}, the set of all Lagrangian interpolation nodes.
We consider an open set fi/, approximating fi and a triangulation 3£h of curved finite elements: an element K of ^ is given by K = Fk(K) , where Fk is an invertible mapping each component of which belongs to Pk. The map Fk is indeed determined by the data of the images a,,* of the nodes 2, belonging to £. We assume that, if an edge Y of K is on dfi/,, its vertices We denote by hx the diameter of K and assume that all hx are bounded by h.
We define the space of functions Vn by We also assume that this triangulation is k-regular ( Ciarlet and Raviart [7] ). We now approximate our problem. We first define an elliptic bilinear form on Vh x Vh by (2.8) ahivh , wh)
,,j=i h J dXi dXj We furthermore assume that «/, is the orthogonal projection of u on the eigenspace of Th associated with pi, = \/Xn. We then derive an estimate for X-Xn.
Remark. Most of the time, fi and fi/, are different. We sometimes need to extend functions defined on fi or fi/, to R2 in a continuous way and use the same notation for a function and its extension. Unless explicitly mentioned, an H¿ (fi)-function is extended by zero outside of fi.
Curved triangles
We shall obtain the stated estimate, X-Xh = 0(h2k), by means of "good approximation" of the boundary dfi. This needs explanation, which we provide in this section.
We assume that dfi is parametrized by its arclength o -* x(o) and denote by « (er) the unitary normal vector, exterior to 9fi at the point x(o) and by L the length of 9fi.
Consider the mapping defined as follows:
onto a neighborhood T" of 9fi in R2. From now on, we assume that A is small enough so that Now let us consider K a triangle of 5Pn , with a curved edge Yh in dfi/, and let ao = x(o¡) and aj = x(o¡+i) be the vertices of Yn . We call Y the part of dfi lying between those two points, and we denote by /, = cr,+i -rr, its length. We remark that (3.3) /, = 0(h).
We assume that ao = FK(ao) and ai = Ff((di), where F¡c is the mapping of (Pk)2 that defines K ; thus, Yf, is the image of the segment [2n, ai ] under Fk , and letting
we obtain a parametrized equation of Yh . Furthermore, xn is a polynomial of degree k with respect of o on [ o¡-1, c, ]. We assumed that for every /'
We furthermore assume that there is a constant C > 0 such that, for all /, we have <Clk+x forj = l,...,k-l. 
It is well known that (3.8) \\ghx-x\\mt00!la¡ia,+l]^Chk+x-m form = 0,...,k+l, with C independent of / and of h . We define the Lagrange polynomial basis as follows: 'a -o¡ -pli/k = LL\ p¥J Then we can write
The result is thus a consequence of (3.7) and (3. We then consider a function v of /fc ; let v = v o FK so that v £ Pk thanks to the definition of Pk ■ Thus, we can write the following inequalities:
\v\0,2,Kr**(lBÊ*JK(x))*\v\ 2£fĉ
The inequality (3.10) then implies The ^-regularity of the triangulation implies also that there is a constant C such that, for all K e J^h , we have Adding up the inequalities (3.12) and (3.14) over all the triangles that are involved, we obtain Lemma 3.3. D
Remark. The inequality (3.14) is optimal, but (3.12) could be improved.
The main result
We use the notations defined in §3. Recall that we assume Remark. If we assume that
we obtain the supraconvergence phenomenon X-Xh = 0(h2k).
In order to prove the theorem, we establish the two following propositions. Proposition 1. There is a constant Ci such that
Jaa ida where g is a regular function of a.
We then estimate the integral with < GA Remark. The first proposition is valid in any dimension of space, but this is not the case for the second one, where the dimension two plays an important role.
These propositions clearly imply the theorem. We shall prove them in the two following sections. For later purposes, we first recall some results.
If the triangulation is k-regular, we have For all m £ Hk+X(R2), || (T -Th)u |U,2,ooo* ^ Chk+x~m || Tu \\k+u2,a for m = 0, 1.
One can find a proof of this statement in the articles by Zlámal [12, 13] in the case of Dirichlet-type problems. It has been improved by Zenisek [11] for various types of nonhomogeneous boundary value problems.
We remark that the definitions of T and Th imply that || (T -7a)w||o,2,r2 < ||(T-Th)u 110,2,000* + II (^-7a)m|Io,2,r2\(Ooo*) We then use two results from the general theory of the spectral approximation for compact operators by Osborn [10] .
Let T be a compact operator of L2(fi) into H-(Q). We define a compact operator f from L2(R2) into L2(R2) as follows:
Let u £ L2(R2) ; then {Tu = T(u/a) on fi, fu = 0 on R2\fi.
(4.5)
The operator Th is from L2(R2) into Vh , thus into L2(R2). We denote by E (respectively Eh ) the projection of L2(R2) onto the space of generalized eigenvectors of T (respectively Th ) corresponding to p (respectively p^ = l/Xn). These spaces are spanned respectively by u and «/, defined by (Pi) and (P2). We notice that un = Enu . We let R(E) be the range of the mapping E. Given two closed subspaces M and N of L2(R2), we set ¿(M, AO = sup{{inf{||/-sHo,2,R2-, g &N}}f£M; ||/Ho,2,tf = 1 }, 6(M, N) = max(<5 (Af, N),8(N, M) ).
Osborn proves in [10] that There are two constants Ci > 0 and C2 > 0 such that We now turn to the proof of the two propositions stated above.
Proof of Proposition 1
We first give some notations. We decompose fi U fi/, into three domains: ' 6 = finfiA, A, = fi\e, (1)
a^ (Thu, T*hu*) = 1 I g(o)dh(a)do + 0(h2k), Suppose for the moment that these lemmas hold. We show that they imply Proposition 1. According to the first lemma, we have: X -Xh = -X2 aA¡ iTu, T*u*) -X2 a^ (7) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
To obtain the last equality, we have used the continuity of a e and the following inequality:
ll(r-rA)M||1>2;e + ll(r-rA>*||lj2je^CAk, which is Proposition 1. Now we prove the two lemmas stated above. , and we obtain the first term given in the equality we are trying to prove. We now show that the remaining terms in the equality (5.10) are bounded by h2k . We first use the continuity of a . :
Proof of
\%iv-vh,V*)\ <C||«-«aIIi,2,aJI«*IIi,2,A,, According to (4.2), we then obtain (5.14) \\vh-rhv\\u2,e^Chk.
Using the fact that vh -rhv belongs to Vh and Lemma 3.3, we furthermore have ,5 l5) ll«A-rA«lli,2,A, < C A* || v* -#5fct» Hi.a.o < CA 2 according to (5.14).
We also have, by Ciarlet and Raviart [8] , llw-^wlli.oo.nun* < Chk.
It is then clear that we obtain /5 16) IIw-^awIIi^.a, < (areaiAeJjillu-rA« 111 .".A, «SCA*fc+*.
Hence, we obtain (5.17) ||« -vh ||,,2f4, <CÄi*.
The same kind of estimate holds for v*-v%. We furthermore have the following inequality:
II«* 111,2.a, ^ C (area(Ae))^ Ch^ , which is also true for || v ||i >2>A(. Putting these two last results in (5.12), we have
Using these inequalities in the equality (5.10), we obtain the second relation of Lemma 5.2, thanks to (5.11).
Proof of (3): the proof of (4) being similar, it will be omitted. We use the notations (5.9). The function Vf, vanishes on dfi/,, hence, according to (3.8), we can write
according to the estimate on df, obtained in Corollary 3.1.
We furthermore have We finally obtain
Jve Jre
Since \\v -vh\\li2,e = 0(hk+x), we have Therefore,
This, and (5.18), yield the proof of (3) and the lemma is completely proved. D
Proof of Proposition 2
We use the Gauss-Lobatto formula to prove the proposition. Therefore, we introduce 6o = 0, 6\, ... , 6k= 1, the k + To complete the proof of Proposition 2, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. There is a nonnegative constant C such that, for all i, we have {II ¿4 hk,oo,yj < C , \dh(Oij)\^C(\(x-xh)(oij)\ + h2k+x).
Proof of Lemma 6.1. We construct two parametric representations of dfi/, :
This defines a homeomorphism
which gives us
We already observed that x/, and all its derivatives are bounded independently of A and / ; then we obtain the first inequality, provided / is C°° on [ 0, L ] and has all its derivatives bounded independently of A and /. We first prove with a Taylor expansion that there is a constant C independent of / and A such that (6.9) \o-s\^Chk+i.
According to (6.7) we have (6.10)
where R(o) is the radius of curvature of 9fi at the point x(o). Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 say that we have \\x -xh ||o,oo,ao 4 CA^1
and dh(o) ^ Chk+X, thus (6.10) leads to (6.9).
We now study the regularity of /. According to (6.7) we have
We assume the triangulation to be k -regular; this implies that FK is a Ckdiffeomorphism; furthermore, it belongs to (Pk)2. It is then clearly a C°° -diffeomorphism. Since 2/, is regular and using (6.11), we obtain that / is regular. In order to prove that all derivatives of / are bounded independently of A on [0, L], we multiply (5.7) by x'(o) =t (a), and we have (6.12) <j>
where <fi is a C°° -function on [ 0, L ] which does not depend on A . Carrying out the differentiation with respect to o , we obtain
According to (6.9), we can write
because of ||x' -x'h ||o,oo,ao = 0(hk) as a consequence of Lemma 3.1. We deduce from these calculations that, if A is small enough,
thus /' is independent of A since xn and all its derivatives also are. We then obtain that all derivatives of f are bounded independently of A thanks to the previous remark and with the help of an induction by carrying out the differentiation of the equation (6.13) with respect to o . Thus, all the derivatives of / are bounded independently of A on [0, L] and inequality (6.8) proves the first part of the lemma. We now proceed to the second part. Define (6.14) SiJ = f(aiJ), and write (5.8) at the points s¡ j and a, 7 :
We know that
according to the estimate of s -o stated in (6.9) = (Sij-oiJ)x,(oij) + 0(h2k+2)
= {sij -Oij)x'(Oij) + 0(h2k+x) since \\x-xh\\ = 0(hk).
Substituting the last equality into (6.15), we obtain
because of x'(oíj) = t (c¡j). D Remark According to (6.15), we could change ( H2 ) and ( H ) to ( H3 ):
\\ xh(Oij)-x(Oij)\^Clk+x.
7. Examples We use again the notations of §3. We consider a triangle K of the triangulation ^ with a curved edge Yh in öfi/, and denote by A and B the vertices of Yh . We call Y the part of <9fi lying between these two points. Let O be the midpoint of A and B.
For A: = 2, we give two different constructions of the arc T^ ; for k = 3, we only give a sketch, since it is the same idea. 
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We deduce that ai = 0(l4). We have already remarked that / = 0(A), thus we have shown the first relation of the lemma.
We also have CC'= x(oi) -x(0) = (Ti 7(0) + 0(A8), which shows the second relation, o isoparametric finite element EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 39
We then define C" by (7.6) xc»=yDpD(0) + yEpE(0).
We now work in the original frame of reference, assumed to be orthonormal, and denote by (x'M , y' ) the coordinates of a point M in this frame of reference; we can then give an algorithm to calculate C" : Remark In the case of k = 2, according to Ciarlet and Raviart [7] , the triangulation is k-regular if we have || OC" \\ = 0(h2), which is the case; we then construct the other two edges to obtain the other hypotheses of ^-regularity. We then observe that all points B' and C satisfying \\BB'\\ = 0(h6), \\CC'\\ = 0(h6) are convenient to construct Yh . We consider a polynomial p of degree five passing through six exterior and nearest nodes of the triangulation and we denote by B' (respectively C ) the intersection of p with the orthogonal straight line to (A, B) passing through the point aA + ( 1 -a)B (respectively ßA + ( 1 -ß)B ) .
These points define a convenient arc T/, ; we then construct the two other edges of the triangle in order to have a 3-regular triangulation.
